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20 Mar 2020 
 
Dear Bannerdown member, 
 
You will be aware that in response to the COVID-19 crisis, RAFGSA clubs are expected to as a 
minimum follow the direction from their parent RAF Stn in response to the crisis Secondly, AT 
activities for the RAF GSA have been suspended, and it would be inappropriate for GSA clubs to 
decamp to other clubs as part of organised trips (for example we may not decamp as a group to run 
‘Bannerdown from club ‘X’).  As OIC I have been monitoring the rapidly changing situation with RAF 
Brize Norton throughout this week, to determine whether we can still operate this coming weekend. 
 
Having contacted Brize Norton today and given that Bannerdown Gliding Club (RAFGSA) operates 
from a remote unmanned site, (and therefore presents little risk to the operational output of Brize 
Norton) we are able continue to fly (this weekend at least).  This is to maintain instructor and pilot 
currency and enable the completion of essential safety and airworthiness maintenance tasks 
(including air test) on three gliders we are recovering (R12, R2O and G-FD). 
 
As OIC I don’t want to impose unreasonable restrictions on the activities at Bannerdown GC by 
consenting members.  However, there is a duty of care to all members and the endorsement to 
operate comes with the following measures and policy that will be enforced: 
 

1. All Trial Lessons / Introductory Flights are postponed until further notice.  
2. The BGC Bar is closed until further notice.  
3. Two seater instructional flights for members may continue to be operated provided 
for currency purposes provided both the instructor and pupil understand and accept 
the risk posed by the close proximity to the other occupant whilst in the gliders. 
4. Two seater mutual flights in club or private gliders may continue to operate 
provided both pilots understand and accept the risk posed by their close proximity.  
5. Flights in single seaters may continue to operate provided appropriate cleaning and 
sanitising is carried out at every crew change.  
6.   There are to be no cross country flights in gliders from Keevil to avoid out 
landings  and therefore the unintended consequences that an uninvited out landing 
might be met with a hostile reception for an intrusion into a self isolation space.  
7. Pilots flying in club gliders MUST clean and sanitise all controls, harnesses, canopy 
releases etc every time there is a crew change. The club will endeavour to provide 
suitable cleaning equipment but in light of the ongoing difficulty with supply 
members should try to be self-sufficient and bring their own hygiene products.  
8. Members operating launching equipment (winch, retrieve truck, bus radio, lights, 
tug etc) MUST clean / sanitise all controls, handles, light switches, radio microphones 
etc whenever there is a change of operator.  
9. Occupancy of the launch point bus remains discretionary, but should be restricted to 
essential operational personnel only.  
10.  Members should avoid congregating in large groups in the clubhouse communal 
areas and wash up mugs, plates, cutlery immediately after use with hot soapy water in 
the members kitchen  Members should be mindful that the virus can live for many 
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hours on kettles, door handles, tables etc and should also clean and sanitise anything 
that can be touched and wash hands as appropriate.  
11. Indoor group briefings are not permitted. Briefings should be carried out in the 
open air, or on a one to one basis.  
12. Maintenance activities may continue on facilities, equipment and gliders. 
Maintenance groups should avoid close contact with each other and preferably work at 
distance or singly.  
13. Members should follow all government guidance on hygiene, hand washing and 
social distancing especially those members over the age of 70 or with underlying 
health problems.  
14. Members on the duty rota such as instructors, tug pilots and winch operators 
should feel under no pressure or obligation to carry out their duty and the Committee 
will support any member who feels unable to do so.  
15. Any member who exhibits any symptoms of Covid-19 however minor or who has 
had contact with a known case of Covid-19 MUST stay away from the club or go home 
immediately and self isolate as recommended in the government guidelines  
 
Clearly, we do not know whether we can continue to operate beyond this weekend, but recognise 
that this is a fast moving situation and that direction and guidance may well change short notice, or 
mandatory causes of action maybe rapidly enforced . BGC and the RAFGSA will review the situation 
regularly and follow the D&G  of the parenting Station, wider MoD and primarily HMG. 

 

Regards 

 

Jon Arnold 

BGC OIC 

 

 

 


